
1 TIMOTHY: THE MYTH OF MORE 

Wednesday, November 11 

Reading: 1 Timothy 5-6 
 

1 Timothy 6:6  But godliness with contentment is great gain…10  For the love of money is a root of all  
kinds of evil. Some people, eager for money, have wandered from the faith and pierced themselves with 
many griefs.  

 

Just watch the commercials aired during your favorite TV show or sporting event and you can 

see it. The main goal of the advertisers is to make you unhappy with who you are, what you 

have, how you look, and what you do. Then they try to sell you the program or item that will 

satisfy your “need.” Advertisers spend billions of dollars a year to make you believe you need 

more! One person described the process this way: “We buy things we don't need with money we 

don't have to impress people we don't like.”  

 

After describing how to deal with various people in the church (5:1 – 6:2), Paul debunks the 

myth of more. The desire for more does not bring happiness or contentment. It only brings a 

greater greed and lust that can never be satisfied. The goal of many people today is to get all you 

can, can all you get, and sit on the lid. Paul reveals that this kind of attitude only leads to three 

things: 

 

1. Temptation: The desire for more inevitably leads to other sins. The unquenchable need for 

more money easily leads to dishonesty, theft, even murder. When money is the driving force 

in a person’s life, it draws you away from the Lord and deeper into sin. 

2. Trap: The need for more sucks people in and traps them into a sinful lifestyle. Once a person 

starts down the path of greed it is difficult to break free. They become prisoners of the very 

things they thought would make them happy. 

3. Total Destruction: When the desire for more is the driving force in a person’s life, the 

ultimate end is sorrow and straying from the faith. There is nothing good that comes from a 

love of money! 

 

In contrast, Paul describes the believers’ attitude as one of godly contentment. This is the 

opposite of “the love of money.” Basing our contentment on the things of this world is useless 

because they pass away. Only what is done for Christ lasts forever. A true Christian focuses on 

“laying up treasure in heaven” and not building a bank account here on earth. Money itself is 

neutral: neither good nor bad. How we handle money is the issue. As believers, we can look at 

money in two ways: "How much of my money shall I use for God?" or "How much of God's 

money shall I use for myself?"  

 

POINTS TO PONDER: 

Instead of seeking after more, Christians are to “pursue righteousness, godliness, faith, love, 

endurance, and gentleness” (6:11). What is your attitude toward money? Do Paul’s words here 

make you think differently? What might you need to change to “Fight the good fight of faith” 

(6:12)? 
 

 
1
  Some information  taken from a sermon by Brian Bill, The Myth of More, 8/26/2012 from sermoncentral.com 

 

 

READ THE NT: Revelation 11 


